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From 
  CE/Commercial, 
  DHBVN, Hisar. 
To 
 
 
  All CEs/SEs/XENs/SDOs/OP, 
  JEs-I, Incharge Sub office, in DHBVN. 

 
 
Memo No. Ch.12/SE/C-R-16/94/2004/F-5   Dated : 16.05.2011 
 

Subject:  Release of power connections to the Tubewells under modified scheme.  
 
 The scheme of HVDS in Agriculture in Haryana has been reviewed by the 

State govt. in light of Andhra Pardesh model and it has been decided that policy of giving 

tube well connections should be such that undue financial burden is not cast upon the 

Distribution Utilities. Accordingly for the charges recoverable from the applicants, there will 

be a 3-tier approach as detailed below:- 

a)  The old system of four or more connections per transformer, where the consumer 

 pays  Rs 20,000/- and Rs 7,000/- per span;  

b)  Three connections per transformer where the consumer pays Rs 30,000/- and Rs 

 7,000/- per span and  

c)  Single connection per transformer where the consumer meets the full cost of  the 

 transformer, in addition to the cost of spans.  

 In order to improve the HT: LT ratio and better quality of supply, consumer is 

to be encouraged to move to modified HVDS scheme and adopt options (b) or (c). 

Connections will be released without LPR mode meters i;e, ordinary KWh meters with MDI 

indicator to be installed at readable height, conventional rod earthing instead of copper plate 

earthing, no MCCB and LAs on each DT.  

 This policy has to be implemented with immediate effect for all new tube 
well connections uniformly. It has further been decided that where work orders for 
release of tube well connections under old scheme have been issued, contractors 
may be allowed to carry on the work to meet with the contractual obligations. 

However no new work order will be issued under old scheme and fresh short term tenders 

invited after taking options from all applicants, who have been issued demand notices but 

connections are yet to be released.  

  All relevant existing instructions on the subject matter stand superseded.  

The above instructions should be brought to the notice of all concerned for 

careful and meticulous compliance with immediate effect.  

 

Chief Engineer Comml.  
                                                                             DHBVN, Hisar  

 


